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A survey is given of aerodynamic design activities in The Netherlands, which
take place mainly at Fokker, NLR and Delft University of Technology (TUD). The
survey concentrates on the development of the Fokker i00 wing, glider design at
TUD and research at NLR in the field of aerodynamic design. Results are shown
to illustrate these activities.
I.INTRODUCTION
in the Netherlands, activities in the field of aerodynamic design take place at
the aircraft factory Fokker, the aeronautical research institute NLR and the
Technical University of Delft.
A well known product of these activities is the civil transport aircraft Fokker
I00 (See fig.l.l). But no less successful is the ASW-24 glider designed by
Boermans at the Low Speed Laboratory of TUD in collaboration with Alexander
Segelflugzeugbau in Germany( See Fig.l.2 ).
Very often, new aircrafts result "from modifying existing aircraft, aiming at
e.g. improvement of performance, adaption to changed market requirements or
improvement of economics in view of operating environment. In that way, the
Fokker I00 has been derived from the Fokker F28 ( see Fig.l.3 ) by means of
sometimes drastic modifications. Also, the gliders designed at Delft are the
result of continuous attempts to reach the limits of sailplane performance.
These developments would not have been possible without the help of computation-
al tools which play an essential role in both the actual design process and the
analysis of wind tunnel measurements and also at the interpretation of flight
test data.
The present paper deals with the main aerodynamic design objectives pursued at
the development of the transport aircraft.Fokker i00 and the glider ASW-24 and
the process followed to attain them. In conclusion, special attention will be
paid to research activities at NLR in the field of computational fluid dynamics
in support of design developments.
2.THE FOKKER i00.
The Fokker i00 design will be illustrated by considering two of the main design
problems solved during development. A more complete and detailed account can be
found in Refs. i and 2.
The Fokker i00 wing has been derived from the F-28 wing, which is determined by
four wing sections connected with straight generators. The main objective for
a new wing design was improvement of the Mach drag rise characteristics. The F-
L 28 was originally designed for a lift coefficient of CL-0.2 whereas the new |
design requirements lead to a Ca-0.4 to 0.5 at which condition the transonic J
drag increase of the F-28 wing is not negligible.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19920004711 2020-03-17T13:44:48+00:00Z
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rTable I presents a survey of the most important modifications that have been
implemented successively, thus defining a number of new wing shapes which have
I
been analyzed by means of both computations and wind tunnel measurements.
The modifications applied to wing sections I and II in wing 4 resulted from a
computational study with the help of a viscous transonic flow code, which
predicted a significant improvement of the Math drag rise characteristics as a
consequence of these modifications ( See Fig.2.1). This was fully confirmed by
means of wind tunnel measurements, though it appeared necessary to improve the
stalling characteristics of the outer wing.
Computational analysis led to the conclusion that the Mach drag rise character-
istics could be improved by a further modification of section I. Moreover, by
modifying section IV improvement of the outer wing stall behaviour was expected.
Test results for the thus defined wings 5 and 6 are presented in Fig.2.2
indicating a further improvement when compared with wings 3 and 4.
As a preliminary final step wing 8 was defined, combining a rearward chord
extension with rear camber. This modification led to a second improvement of the
drag rise characteristics as illustrated by Fig.2.3 for section II.
At that time, however, it appeared necessary to adapt the design goals to market
requirements in terms of an increase of take-off weight. This led to the
definition of wing i0, which happened to exhibit a rather large drag rise at low
lift coefficients cruising conditions. Subsequent reduction led to the
definition of wing ii (See Fig.2.4).
Modification of the lower leading edge of sections II and IV resulted in wing
ii. The effect of this modification is shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. And, finally,
modification of section II leading to the definition of wing 12 took care of the
design requirement with respect to the stalling behaviour.
In conclusion, a survey of the main modifications applied to the original F-28
wing is given by means of Fig.2.6 where a comparison is made between the
definitive wing planform for the Fokker I00 and the F-28 wing planform and where
also the basic wing sections are compared. This figure shows that a large part
of the original F-28 wing has still been retained. The main differences are the
span extension and leading as well as trailing edge modifications. However, as
has been verified by means of wind tunnel measurements these modifications were
sufficient for attaining amongst other things the design goals with respect tc
high- and low speed drag, buffet onset boundary and stalling behaviour.
Another important design problem was the improvement of the stub wing with
respect to its drag characteristics. At the new cruising conditions the flow
around the original F-28 stub wing contained regions with supersonic velocities,
thus leading to undesirable wave drag. It appeared to be possible to reshape the
stub wing such that the flow remained subcritical over the entire range of
cruise lift coefficients.
Finally, some attention may be paid to the computer codes used during the design
process. A major role has been played by two transonic flow analysis codes i.e.
the 3D code XFLO-22 and a 2D viscous transonic flow code by means of which the
effect of the various wing modifications was predicted. The wing modifications
were based on earlier wing design computations, preceding the actual Fokker i00
wing design, bY means of the constrained inverse code for the design of wings
with a given pressure distribution in subsonic flow of Ref.3. More recently thisI
L code has been extended for application to supercritical flow conditions (Ref.4). |
J
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_he wing design system is based on an inverse method of the residual correction
type, combining a direct flow solver for transonic flow with simple geometric
correction rules. In order to fulfil requirements from the structural
engineer's point of view, geometric constraints are taken into account.
The transonic wing-body code XFLO-22 (Ref.6) is an extension of the non-
conservative finite difference wing code FLO-22 (Ref.5) of Jameson and Caughey
modified to simulate fuselage cross-flow effects. This simulation is achieved
by replacing the boundary condition of zero normal velocity in the plane of
symmetry in the original code by a condition of prescribed non-zero normal
velocity, the latter being computed by means of the NLR panel method (Ref.7,8).
By means of post-processing viscous effects may then be estimated using the 3-D
laminar/turbulent boundary layer code BOLA (Ref.9).
An example of the usefulness of XFLO-22 is given in Fig.2.7 where a comparison
is made between calculated and measured (wind tunnel and flight test) pressure
distributions for two wing stations. It may be noted that a surprisingly good
correlation is shown. Presumably the applied condition of taking the trailing
edge flow tangential to the lower wing surface, when using a grid of 160 (chord)
x 32 (span) x 28 (normal) points, compensates for the absence of viscous
effects. The same kind of correlation is demonstrated in Fig. 2.8 where a
comparison is made between measured and predicted buffet onset boundaries.
For the design problem associated with the stub wing with its strong interaction
with the fuselage and the engine nacelle a design code was not available. The
problem was solved by combining results of the 2D analogue of the wing design
code with 3D panel method calculations (Ref.7). The success of this approach
may be illustrated by means of Fig.2.9 where a comparison is made between
calculated and measured stub wing pressures.
3.THE SAILPLANE ASW-24
The ASW-24 is a Standard Class Sailplane built by Alexander Schleicher
Flugzeugbau in Germany. The aerodynamic design of this glider was performed in
close cooperation between the manufacturer and the Low Speed Laboratory (LSL)
of Delft University of Technology (TUD). Detailed account of aerodynamic as well
as structural design is given in Ref.lO.
When designing a glider, the main objectives are maximizing the glide ratio at
the higher flight speeds and minimizing the rate of sink at the lower flight
speeds. The higher flight speeds are applied when flying from one thermal to
another, and the lower flight speeds are Used when climbing in a thermal.
A typical glider flight performance polar is shown in Fig.3.1 for the ASW-24.
It results from flight test measurements and computational analysis with respect
to its component parts. From this figure it appears that th e wing contributes
considerably to the drag, at higher flight speeds especially in consequence of
the profile drag. Accordingly, the history of glider design shows a continuous
search for low drag wing profiles, mainly by attempting to maximize the laminar
flow region on the airfoils.
When designing airfoils for laminar flow with a view to practical application
the key problem is to avoid the appearance of laminar separation bubbles. These
bubbles cause pressure drag and have a detrimental effect on the subsequent
turbulent boundary layer such that a considerable drag increase results. Thus,
L the design should be such that transition to turbulent flow occurs before the J
laminar flow will separate.
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_here are a few alternatives to solve this problem. One of these is Wortmann's
destabilizing region concept, the other is the application of some tripping
device in order to provoke transition to turbulent flow.
When following the destabilizing region concept the airfoil is shaped such that
in the region where laminar separation is expected to occur, a slightly adverse
pressure gradient is induced. This adverse gradient destabilizes the laminar
boundary layer causing transition and thus avoiding flow separation. Application
of a tripping device amounts to disturbing the boundary layer by means of
artificial roughness on the airfoil surface or by means of blowing.
Both alternatives have been used at the design of the airfoil DU84-158 applied
in the ASW-24. The destabilizing region concept has been applied at the upper
surface and a tripping device in the form of a so-called "zig-zag tape" has been
applied at 77% chord position at the lower surface. The measured pressure
distribution of Fig.3.2. shows a laminar separation bubble on the lower surface
at about 85% chord and its removal due to application of the zig-zag tape.
Transition to turbulent flow on the upper surface is triggered by the adverse
gradient at about 59% chord.
The effectiveness of the zig-zag tape is also shown in Fig.3.3 where measured
aerodynamic characterist$cs are given both for the clean airfoil and the taped
airfoil. The maximum lift is hardly influenced by the roughness, the stalling
behaviour is gentle and the drag reduction is considerable.
As is shown in Fig.3.1, at low speed climbing conditions, more than 50% of the
total drag is due to induced drag. So, it will be clear that reduction of
induced drag will be another major goal when designing sailplanes: wing planform
and aspect ratio being the main parameters when optimizing for induced drag at
a given wing loading.
In the present case the wing planform has been chosen with the help of numerical
optimization studies based on lifting line theory with taper ratio and spanwise
position of taper ratio change as design variables. The aspect ratio has been
chosen in combination with the wing loading on the basis of cross country speed
optimization studies, for details of which the reader is referred to ref.10.
A third aspect of wing design that may be considered here, is the effect of wing
fuselage interaction. Applying the panel method of Ref.7 with the panel schema-
tization of Fig.3.4 the pressure dfstribution on the wing-fuselage combination
has been studied. Fig.3.5 shows the pressure distribution in a few wing sections
for two different angles of attack.
The typical modern glider fuselage has been designed such that the forebody fits
into the streamlines of the wing at higher lift coefficients in order to avoid
the occurrence of high suction peaks in sections near the fuselage (Fig.3.5a).
This has, however, as a consequence that at high speed conditions (lower lift
coefficient) the cross flow effect "is increased (Fig.3.Sb), which causes the
wing sections close to the fuselage to operate in non-optimal conditions. To
improve the flow conditions at the junction of the ASW-24, a small fairing with
7% chord extension has been applied where the wing is lofted towards a wing root
airfoil suitable for turbulent flow conditions. Nevertheless, improvement of the
wing fuselage junction is still the subject of continuing study.
In the past decades considerable progress in glider design has been made. This
L may be illustrated by means of Fig.3.6, where the flight performance for |polar
the present design is shown in comparison with that of two predecessors. The
difference in performance is a consequence of the improvement of the aerodynamic
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_characteristics as illustrated by Fig.3.7 which is mainly due to the wing j
profiles that have been applied.
In conclusion these profiles may be compared by means of Figs.3.8a,b,c , where
calculated inviscid pressure distributions are shown. From these pressure
distributions a rough estimate of the laminar flow region can be made, clearly
showing the backward displacement of the transition point resulting in a
decrease of the drag.
The DU84-158 airfoil has been designed with the help of the LSL computer program
for airfoil analysis and design (Refs.12,13). This program is based on Timman's
conformal mapping method for inviscid flow (Ref.14) in combination with Thwaites
method for laminar and Green's method for turbulent boundary layer flow and the
Van Ingen eg-method for prediction of transition (Ref.15).
4.DEVELOPMENTS AT NLR
In support of aerodynamic aircraft design NLR has a continuing research program
for the development of CFD codes both for analysis and design. Gradually, as
Will have become clear from the preceding sections the tools thus developed are
incorporated in the actual design processes followed in the industry. In the
present section, some attention will be paid to capabilities that have not yet
been (fully) utilized for practical applications. Also, further contributions
of NLR to improvement of airfoil- and wing design will be considered.
4.1 AIRFOILS
For analysis and design of airfoils in both subsonic and transonic flow taking
viscous effects into account, tKe MAD computer program system has been
developed. On the ICIDES conference of 1984 Slooff has given a global descrip-
tion of the system as it was available at that time (Ref.16).
Since then the system of Ref.17 has been extended by incorporating the transonic
design method of Refo25 in combination with the transonic analysis method of
Refs.5 and 6. The general approach followed to solve the design problem has
remained the same. It is of the residual correction type where the actual design
problem is translated into an equivalent design problem of reduced complexity,
thus enabling the application of relatively simple inverse methods and it leads
to an iterative design process as depicted in Fig.4.1.
It is assumed that the design goal 'is formulated in terms of a target pressure
distribution and that an initial guess of the airfoil shape will be given. A
direct flow solver for either subsonic or transonic viscous flow is used for the
determination of the pressure distribution on the gi _n airfoil, and a
constrained inverse method is used to determine the possibl required modifica-
tion.
An example of application to a subsonic design problem is described in Refs.19
and 20.
It concerns the improvement with respect to drag behaviour of the wing-slat
configuration of Fig.4.2. As becomes clear from Fig.4.3 it has been found in
wind tunnel measurements that the flow around this airfoil shows early boundary
layer separation on the main wing upper surface at the take-off condition lift
coefficient C i = 2.1.
With the aid of the method of Ref.18 for the determination of viscous subsonic
L flow around multi-element airfoils analysis calculations were made. From this J
analysis it was concluded that reduction of the drag should be attempted by
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educing the extent of the separation region. This implied that the adverse
pressure gradient on the wing upper surface had to be reduced.
As the basic airfoil geometry should not be altered when designing a wing-slat
configuration, the sole possibility to reduce the pressure gradient is to lower
the suction peak level on the wing nose, without however reducing the lift
coefficient at the same time.
These considerations led to specification of the target as depicted in Fig.4.4,
in terms of an equivalent potential flow pressure distribution. The main points
of interest are :
(i) a decreased velocity peak on the main wing upper surface aiming at a delay
of boundary layer separation,
(ii) increase of expansion around the wing nose aiming at an increase of the
slat dumping velocity,
(iii) an increase of the slat dumping velocity aiming at increase of the slat
lift contribution,
(iv) an increase of the slat lower surface pressure level aiming at increase of
the slat lift and decrease of the slat drag.
Application of the design process depicted in Fig.4.1. led to the result
depicted in Fig.4.5. The most striking geometry modification is the blunt nose
of the main wing resulting in a rather thin slat trailing edge. Application of
the viscous flow analysis method of Ref.18 to the new geometry produced the
pressure distribution shown in Fig.4.6 in comparison with that on the original
configuration.
Clearly two of the design goals have been attained according two these
calculations. The suction peak on th_ main wing has been reduced and the dumping
velocity on the slat has been increased. Hardly visible is a slightly rearward
shift of the boundary layer separation point on the wing upper surface (it
amounts to about 2% of the local chord) and the pressure level at the slat lower
side has decreased instead of increased.
However, as the analysis method has not been developed for the treatment of
separated flow regions, the quantitative value of these results is questionable.
Moreover the results for the slat lower surface, modelled as shown in Fig.4.1
to simulate the existence of the separation bubble, are of course less reliable.
Therefore it was concluded that the results were sufficiently encouraging in
order to test the new slat geometry in the wind tunnel.
The measured Cl-a curves for both the -original and new configuration are
compared in Fig.4.7. Apparently C__. has been retained and the increase of the
Cl-e slope indicates reduced viscous losses. This is confirmed by the CI-C _
curves shown in Fig.4.8 which also shows that at the present design condition
(C I = 2.1 ) a drag reduction of more than 30 % has been realized.
Another example of application of the MAD system will be presented in Ref.21.
It concerns the design of a medium speed laminar flow airfoil. As a first step
in the design process a target pressure distribution was specified. Here the
goal was to choose a pressure distribution such that at the upper side the
boundary layer would remain laminar over at least 60% of the chord.
The pressure distribution prescribed as target for the upper side of the airfoil
L is shown in Fig.4.9 together with calculated Re, ( Reynolds number based on
momentum loss thickness). Ree, represents the Tollmien-Schlichting stability I
criterium and Ree, is the transition criterium according to Granville. The -
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_alculations predict instability of the boundary layer for x/c > .14, but a
reasonable margin with respect to transition to turbulent flow is left until
x/c-.6. As a result of applying the MAD system, an airfoil was obtained which
produces the desired pressure distribution perfectly, as is shown in Fig.4.10.
From this example where, in connection with the laminar flow, special attention
had to be paid to the nose shape, it has been learned once again, that care has
to be given to the leading and trailing edge regions ( adaptation of the target
without adapting the design goals) in order to obtain convergence and in order
to produce realistic airfoil shapes,
Notwithstanding these difficulties the design was successful as may be
illustrated by means of Figs.4.11 and 4.12, where a comparison is made between
pressure distributions and CI-C d curves as measured in the wind tunnel and as
calculated by means of VGK, a 2D viscous transonic airfoil code (Ref.23,24),
which is an extension of the semi-conservative finite difference method of
Garabedian and Korn for inviscid transonic flow, weakly coupled with a boundary
layer code based on Thwaites method for laminar and Green's lag-entrainment
method for turbulent flow.
To conclude this subsection an application to wind turbine design may be
considered (Ref.22). The objective was to design an airfoil with an increased
maximum lift over drag ratio. Starting point was a blade based on the NACA 4421
airfoil of which the stall behaviour was considered appropriate for control by
stall. Thus the airfoil design had to be done under the side condition that the
stall behaviour should remain approximately the same. Moreover, from structural
point of view, the thickness over chord ratio had to be at least 0.2.
An existing airfoil which could have been considered for application is the
Wortmann FX 84-W-218 airfoil because of its favourable lift over drag ratio. It
has, however, an unacceptable stall behaviour. Therefore it was concluded that
an airfoil should be designed combining the advantages of both the NACA 4421 and
the Wortmann airfoils.
Using CADOS (see section 4.3), a NACA 4421 pressure distribution has been
modified in order to specify a target pressure distribution for the MAD system
( see Fig.4.13). The target pressure distribution should lead to a flow with a
laminar boundary layer in a larger region than at the NACA 4421 airfoil. On the
other hand the target laminar flow region is smaller than at the Wortmann
airfoil in order to avoid rash stall behaviour.
Application of the MAD system led to the NLR/VSH 8801 airfoil. This airfoil
produces the desired pressure distribution as is shown in Fi_.4.14. The geometry
of the new airfoil is compared with those of the NACA airfoil and the Wortmann
airfoil in Fig.4.15. A comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics is made in
Fig. 4.16 which presents the calculated lift and moment coefficient as function
of the angle of attack and in Fig.4.17 which presents the CI-C d curves.
L
The new airfoil has a somewhat larger lift coefficient than the NACA airfoil.
The stall behaviour of both airfoils is approximately the same. For stall
controlled wind turbines a lift curve such as that of the Wortmann airfoil with
hardly any variation near stall is not useful. The maximum lift over drag ratio
of the new airfoil is higher than those of the other airfoils. From these
results it has been concluded that the design goal i.e. combination of the
advantages of both reference airfoils has been met.
J
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_. 2 WINGS
Since the thin wing inverse panel method for design of wings in subsonic flow
became available at NLR in 1974, further developments have gradually increased
NLR's capabilities for wing design. To start with, the inverse method was
incorporated in the design system (Ref.3) for wings in subsonic flow, using the
inverse method for the determination of geometry corrections and the NLR panel
method (Ref.7) for analysis of the modified wings. Subsequently, this system was
extended for application to transonic flow using the XFLO-22 code of Ref.6 for
analysis and applying a 3D analogue of the defect pressure splitting technique
of Refs.25,26 for adaptation of the geometry correction procedure to transonic
flow (Ref.27).
]
The practical applicability of the latter transonic wing design system may be
demonstrated by means of a reconstruction example presented in Figs.4.18,4.19.
Starting point is the well-known DFVLR-F4 wing for the present purpose attached
to a simple cylindrical body. The target pressure distribution represented by
the dashed line in Fig.4.19a is the pressure distribution as obtained by
applying XFLO-22 to the original F4/body geometry of Fig.4.18. An "initial
guess" of the geometry which is required at the start of the design process has
been obtained by distorting the original geometry. The pressure distribution
represented by the lines marked a is produced by this distorted configuration.
Application of the wing design system resulted after 6 iterations in the
geometry shown in Fig.4.19b in comparison with the original F4 wing geometry (
target). The corresponding pressure distribution is represented by the lines
marked b in Fig.4.19a. The target pressure distribution is reproduced near the
tip. In the other sections some deviations are still present, especially in the
shock region. But the overall agreement between final- and target pressure
distribution is satisfactory.
Fig.4.20 presents a functional breakdown of the algorithm. It follows the
residual correction approach in which the basic idea is to apply a simple fast
geometry correction procedure for determining estimates of the geometry to be
designed and an accurate method for analysis of the flow around the current
geometry.
In the present version of the design system flow analysis is performed by means
of XFLO-22 (Ref.6), a program system based on a combination of Jameson's code
FLO-22 (Ref.5) and the NLR panel method (Ref.7). With the aid of the latter
method it has been attempted to remove the limitation of FLO-22 to wing-alone
configurations. The usefulness of this method for engineering purposes has been
demonstrated and validated by comparison with results of wind tunnel tests for
a number of wing-body configurations ( see Ref.6).
However, it was felt necessary to improve the accuracy of the/design system by
improving the accuracy Of the analysis method , at the same time removing the
limitation to wing-alone in a more fundamental way. Therefore, it was decided
to develop a new code for transonic flow analysis. This Multi-component Aircraft
Transonic Inviscid Computation System ( MATRICS ) is based on full potential
theory applying discretizati_ _s according to the finite volume concept
(Refs.28,29). It is applicable to wing-body configurations.
The next step in the development of a new analysis code will be the coupling of
MATRICS to a boundary layer calculation method in a ( strong ) interactive way.
t The subsequent incorporation of that code in the wing design system will be one I
of the steps towards the development of a system (WINGDES) for the design of J
wings in viscous transonic flow.
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_he geometry correction procedure, for which a functional is given in lbreakdown
Fig.4.21, consists of two major steps. From the pressure defect i.e. the
difference between the target and the current pressure distribution, an
equivalent subsonic perturbation velocity distribution is derived using the
splitting technique of Ref.25, whereupon by means of an inverse panel method
geometry corrections are determined.
The pressure splitting technique applied to the pressure distribution in a wing
section distinguishes between regions with a subsonic and regions with a
supersonic flow behaviour. To this end a "critical" pressure coefficient is
defined and the assumption is made that subsonic theory should be applied in
regions where both target and current pressure distribution are "subcritical"
and supersonic theory if both pressure distributions are "supercritical".
(see Fig.4.22). Application of subsonic thin wing theory then translates the
subsonic pressure defect into subsonic perturbation velocities. Application of
supersonic wavy wall formulae leads to translation of the supersonic pressure
defect into geometric slope corrections which however, for the sake of
similarity in representation, are expressed in equivalent subsonic perturbation
velocities by means of thin airfoil analysis.
Some details of the constrained inverse panel method which is applied for the
derivation of the geometry corrections from the equivalent perturbation
velocities, are given in Fig.4.23. It is essentially a linearized panel method
which utilizes on the mean wing plane a distribution of x-doublets for
representation of thickness effects and a distribution of vorticity for
representation of camber effects and on the body surface constant source panels.
Geometry constraints may be applied in the form of prescribed values of
thickness and/or camber weighted in order to create a desired balance. The
associated over-determined system Of equations is solved in a least square error
sense. By adding the squares of the residuals associated with the pressure
defects and the constraints, each multiplied with their specified weight factors
a functional is formed, from which by formal differentiation a new set of
equations is derived that is solved by a block iteration procedure.
The geometry correction procedure thus described is very fast as a consequence
of which the computing time needed for one iteration step is only slightly more
than for one analysis run, however in the leading edge region the thin wing
approximation to the real flow is not applicable and leads to difficulties when
leading edge modifications are pursued.
4.3.TARGET PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
Many design methods, amongst them the residual correction methods of NLR, are
based on minimization of an object function formulated in terms of prescribed
(target) pressure distributions. This leaves the user with the problem to
translate his design goals in properly defined pressure distributions exhibiting
the required aerodynamic characteristics.
Though skilful designers are capable of producing successful designs, as has
been demonstrated in sections 2 and 3, the design efficiency can be improved by
providing the designer with tools for target pressure specification. To this end
two codes have been developed. SAMID (Ref.30) may be used for the selection of
spanload distributions leading to minimum induced and viscous drag taking into
account aerodynamic, flight-mechanical and structural constraints. CADOS
(Ref.31) may be used for selection of appropriate chordwise pressure distribu-
L tions. The latter code is an interactive optimization system for the solution [
of minimization (or maximization) problems defined by the user with respect to J
its object function, design variables and constraints.
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_AMID is based on lifting line approximations using the conservation laws of ]
momentum for determination of the induced drag. The viscous drag is approximated
for given airfoil characteristics by deriving expressions for the sectional
viscous drag in terms of the section lift coefficient using semi-empirical
relations and thin airfoil theory. Through variational calculus a set of
optimality equations is derived from the object function augmented with
constraint terms using Lagrange multipliers. Application of appropriate
discretization then leads to a system of linear equations for trailing edge
vortex sheet strengths and Lagrange multipliers.
Propeller slipstream interaction with the lifting surfaces may be considered as
well as long as it may be assumed that each propeller sheds a helical vortex
sheet not influenced by the presence of the wing and confined to a cylindrical
stream tube parallel to the free stream direction. The velocity distribution
inside the slipstream is assumed to be known. As an example of such an
application the results of Fig.4.25 are presented. This figure shows the optimal
spanwise circulation distribution for the propeller induced velocity distribu-
tion presented in Fig.4.24. Clearly the optimal distribution differs greatly
from the "clean wing" distribution. Application of this distribution would
restore much of the loss associated with the slipstream swirl.
Using CADOS for chordwise pressure distribution specification implies the
definition of a suitable object function and appropriate constraints reflecting
the sense in which the target should be optimal. But first of all an appropriate
pressure distribution representation should be chosen. Concentrating on
transonic flow and pioneering with application of CADOS a number of relatively
simple shape functions has been selected leading to a representation as
schematically depicted in Fig.4.26. This representation involves a limited
number of design variables in the'fbrm of coefficients and exponents.
As an example of the practical applicability of CADOS some results may be shown
of case studies using the above representation and determining drag by means of
boundary layer calculations based on Thwaites method for laminar and Green's
lag-entrainment method for turbulent flow.
The first example is a demonstration of the capability to design high lift
airfoils. The intention was to maximize lift by changing only the upper surface
pressure distribution for a fixed arbitrarily chosen lower surface pressure
distribution under the additional constraint that the flow had to remain
attached and subsonic everywhere on the airfoil.
Keeping Liebeck's results for the so-called turbulent rooftop in mind, at the
first optimization attempt the shape function coefficients were constrained to
producing a Stratford type pressure recovery. This resulted in the rooftop
solution of Fig.4.27 comparing reasonably well with Liebeck's solution as
presented in Ref.32. Application of CADOS with the upper surface pressure
distribution entirely free led to a solution with a slightly higher lift
coefficient represented by the dashed line in Fig.4.27. To conclude this
exercise the NLR airfoil design system of Ref.17 was applied to determine the
corresponding geometries. The results are presented in Fig.4.27, showing that
the second pressure distribution leads to a somewhat gentler airfoil shape.
The second example that may be presented here concerns transonic low drag
design. At first, calculations were performed in order to check the suitability
of the shape functions for representation of realistic transonic pressure
distributions. To this end CADOS was used to determine the best fit to a
L distribution calculated by means of the VGK code of Ref.24 for a given |pressure
airfoil.The result is presented in Fig.4.28 . Apparently the discrepancies are 2
largest in the shock region and at the nose.
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_ubsequently it was attempted to determine a new target pressure distribution
aiming at a decrease of the drag with the "best fit" as starting point. Fig.4.29
shows the result, designated "new target". According to the CADOS boundary layer
calculations this target should lead to a drag decrease of 5 counts.
Again the NLR airfoil design system was applied for determination of a new
airfoil shape, upon which VGK was used for determination of the actual pressure
distribution. The latter result is presented in Fig.4.30 in comparison with the
original pressure distribution. The discrepancies between the shape function
representation and the actual pressure distribution mentioned above may be
responsible for the fact that here only 3 counts instead of 5 counts drag
decrease is predicted. Nevertheless, the present example may be considered as
illustrating the usefulness of CADOS in transonic airfoil design.
S.CONCLUDING REMARKS
A survey has been given of contemporary practice of aerodynamic design in The
Netherlands, focusing on airfoil and wing design. It will have become clear
that the application of analysis and design codes has become common practice in
aerodynamic aircraft design procedures.
As has been mentioned before, work is in Progress at NLR to extend the design
system for wings in subsonic flow for application to wings of wing-body
combinations in viscous transonic flow. A somewhat longer term development is
the extension of this system to application for multi-point wing design. This
work has been started within a BRITE/EURAM project sponsored by the European
Community and aims at the development of a method for the design of wings in
transonic flow, such that at a number of different flow conditions the wing
(without changing the geometry) will operate according to preset requirements.
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TABLE I : The Fokker I00 wing development (Ref.l)
Wing i : The basic F-28 wing, defined by four wing sections connected with
straight generators
Wing 3 : Wing i with 0.75 m span extension ( defining section V)
Wing 4 : Wing I modified with :
forward extension of the chords of sections I,II and IIl
modification of the front part of sections I and II
1.5 m span extension
Wing 5 : Wing i modified with :
1.5 % chord extension and modified front part of section IV
straight leading edge at outer wing defined by section II and IV
5 % chord extension of section I
1.5 m span extension
Wing 6 : As wing 5 but with 9% chord extension of section I
Wing 8 : Wing 5 modified with rearward chord extension and rear camber
Wing i0: Wing 8 modified with :
0.75 m span extension
straight leading edge between section III and V leading to
kinks at sections II and III
new front part of section IV
Wing II: Wing i0 modified with :
new lower leading edge of sections III and IV
Wing 12: Wing ii modified with :
new leading edge of section II
]
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Fig. 1.1 Fokker 100 prototype - ref. 4
Fig. 1.2 ASW-24. ret. 11
Fig. 1.3 Fokker F-28
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Fig. 4.23 NLR linear subsonic inverse code.
ref. 30
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Fig. 4.22 Defect pressure split, ref. 27
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Optimal bound circulation distribution
for a wing with two up-inboard
rotating propellors, ref. 30
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Fig. 4.24 Propellor- induced velocities, ref 30
AERODVN&MIC S_APE FUNCTIONS Fig. 4.26 Aerodynamic shape functions, ref. 31
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Fig. 4.27 High lift solutions, ref. 31
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Transonic design condition, ref. 31
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Fig. 4.29 Transonic design condition, ref 31 Fig. 4.30 Transonic design condition, ref. 31
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